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CHCA Opens 
a New Training Space 
for Women in Zugdidi

Khoni IDP Settlement
Named After Abkhazeti Street



On March 19, CHCA opened a training space for women in the 
IDP Collective Center in Zugdidi (1a B. Janashia St.). The study 
space is equipped with electronic learning facilities including 
computers, a printer, and permanent internet. To prepare for 
this training space, young women living in the collective center 
were trained on IT topics including system networking and 
system administration. These training spaces were opened in 
5 IDP collective centers in Samegrelo Municipality (a total of 10 

training spaces were created in the project).

In addition, IDPs living in the collective center received a set of 
sanitation items and food aid packages from UNDP.

Anano Rigvava
Community Leader

Women Training Space Manager

"I passed a 10-day training course within the project, and now I 
can freely help the women living in the center, whose children 
are schoolchildren, to master educational programs and 
conduct personal research. In addition, I can engage in distance 
learning programs, and help others to do the same. I think at the 
initial stage, 10 lessons in IT Managment will be enough for the 
women living in our country to develop elementary skills. It is 
very important for me that I can manage and lead the training 

space independently".

CHCA Opens a New Training 
Space for Women in Zugdidi



A Street Addressing Social Project was 
Implemented in the Khoni IDP Settlement

4 social projects were funded in the IDP collective centers with 
the support of the Europe Foundation. Khoni’s IDP Initiative 
Group is one of the winners of the social project competition. 
The project is of infrastructural nature and envisages new 
address numbering on the buildings and naming the street. 
The initiators of the social project developed three different 
sketches for the address signs and conducted a survey to 
select the name of the settlement and the final sketch of the 
number plate. More than 100 people participated in the poll, 
and the majority of residents chose the image of the map of 

Georgia as the design. 

Mate Chapichadze
Project Manager, CHCA

"We have been working in the IDP collective centers for 
years and we have strengthened the active members of the 
community through training seminars and involvement in 
development events. This year, we have funded 4 community 
projects aimed at solving social and infrastructural problems. 
Community Organizations in Saguramo, Gori, Khoni, and 

Samtredia have already started implementing projects."

IDP Settlement in Khoni

On March 17, representatives of the United 
Nations Development Program (UNDP) and 
CHCA visited the IDP settlement in Khoni and 

handed sanitation items and food aid.



Eto Kvaratskhelia
Embroidery Group Member

"I had no experience in embroidery until now, this is the first 
contact with this handicraft. My father is an entrepreneur, 
he sews shoes and I want to get involved with his business, 
embroidering shoes and creating my own line, which I think 
will be new for the customers. During the lessons, with the 
help of the teacher, I am making simple embroidery, but I 
will learn it soon and in the summer when my father starts 
sewing ballet flats and espadrilles, I will get involved in the 
work. I hope my father and I will have a successful business 

together."

15 women living in Zugdidi are actively learning embroidery, 
working on polymer clay, and making wooden souvenirs. 
According to the project leaders, the new craft will increase 
the women's employment opportunities, as well as their 
socio-economic integration. Craft lessons are held in a similar 
format in Abkhazia, and project participants living on both 
sides of the ABL are sharing experiences and achievements.

Restaurant and Hospitality Management
- Training Seminar in Zugdidi

Handicraft Lessons for Women
in Zugdidi

On March 19-20, CHCA hosted a training seminar for 
members of the Restaurant Association in Zugdidi, which 
was attended by 12 business managers in the food service 
industry. The aim of the training course was to give these 
managers an understanding of the essentials of restaurant 
activities and food service management, organizational 
structure, management models, and to develop practical 
skills in evaluating and planning the organizational and 

operational structure of a restaurant.
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Chemi Mordu Multifunctional Service Center - 
Construction of the Care Home in Rukhi continues

Progress is made on the construction of the 
multifunctional center in Rukhi. The first phase of 
work is nearing completion and the center will be 

ready to receive the first beneficiaries in May.


